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The matter of student use of the academic library has been
in recent years one of growing concern among librarians in colleges
and universities. From the reports of those who have investigated
how the library is used by their students, in 19k9 there was evi
dence that beginning students, because of their unfamiliarity
with libraries at the collegiate level, fail to use the library
efficiently.1 Thus, in recognition of this student difficulty
and In sheer self-defense of their own position against a host of
unwieldly student questioners, librarians have been forced to offer
some sort of instruction and guidance in library use.^ To facili
tate the instruction offered many have, over the years, distributed
to new students handbooks on library use.
In this study the term library handbook refers to any
reference book, manual, or guide that gives information on the use
■Hiorteza D. Sprague, "Limiting the Objectives of the Course
of Instruction in Library Use," College and Research Libraries,
X (April, 19h9)9 1U3, _
2Edw±n S. Willoughby, "Teaching College Students the Use of
the Library With the Help of a Printed Guide." American JLibrarj
Association Bulletin, XXXI (October l£, 1937), 787.
y R. Lyle, "Students and the College Library," American
Library Association Bulletin, XXIX (May, 1935), 236.
of the library. As stated by Willoughby, handbooks are usually
issued to students at the beginning of their first year of college
enrollment. They are distributed in either of several ways which
may be over the reference desk, on call at the circulation desk,
or even at the time of students' matriculation.
The use of handbooks as Instructional aids has been the
practice of many institutions. Kraus cites them as perhaps the
most practical means of implementing the teaching function of the
library.2 Willoughby sees them as practical for almost any form
of instruction a library may choose to give. Information that has
come from a variety of institutions using handbooks for instruc
tional purposes supports the views of these two authorities. Some
institutions have used their handbooks in connection with the in
formal lecture-courses given freshman students during the library's
phase of freshman week. Others have used theirs as textbooks for
formal courses in library use. Institutions which have offered
required courses for credit on library use as part of their cur
riculum have followed this practice. In addition, the handbooks
have also served as textbooks where the library staff has conducted
non-credit courses on how to use the library. As textbooks, the
handbooks perform functions similar to those of other textbooks.
, loc. cit., p. 788.
^Joe ¥. Kraus, "College Library Handbooks Are Becoming
Inexpensive Invitations to Learning," Library Journal, IXffl
(April 15, 1950), 716. ~™~
%illoughby, loc. eit.
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E. E. WHloughby lists the following advantages of library hand
books?
1. By reading it the student from his first day in
college can learn the answers to his more pressing
questions concerning the library without having to
wait for the group instruction.
2. Prevents those misunderstandings which attend the
oral presentation of technical and unfamiliar
matters s
3. Removes from the students the necessity of copying
titles and similar details.
U. Presents to each incoming student the same definite
organized body of facts and thus removes any doubt
as to the material for which he may be held responsible«
Guy R. Lyle gives a series of points as to library handbooks' advan
tages which complement those of Willoughbys
1. A handbook has permanent value. It can be used by
students throughout their undergraduate years. Per
manency is one advantage the handbooks have over
other media.
2. Timeliness applies to aU the types of information
found in the handbook, from the discussion of
reference books to the schedule of library hours.
o
3. A handbook contributes to library prestige*
While handbooks are found valuable as instructional aids this
function can only be secondary to their primary objective. lyle
says, "«.. the sole justification for issuing a handbook is to help
the student use the library easily and intelligently ,..•" This being
1Ibid9
Guy R. Lyle, ''College Library Handbooks," American Library
Association Bulletin, XXXII (May, 1938), 315. ""
3lbid.
the case, the question arises as to the general characteristics
of these handbookse What information do they contain which will
help students gain proficiency in their use of the library? With
questions such as these in mind, it has seemed worth while to under
take a study of a selected number of college library handbooks to
determine the type of information that has been included as well as
what has been omitted«
Purpose and Scope
In 19!?0 a study was made of 80 liberal arts college and
1
university library handbooks, Margaret 0« Hinton who made the
study, found that the handbooks were inadequate in content with
respect to effectively helping students toward efficient use of
their library* The purpose of this study is (l) to compare a
selected number of existing student library handbooks with hand-
2
books of the college and university libraries in the Hinton studyj
(2) to analyze these student library handbooks in terms of the
types that are issued^ and in terms of their form, arrangement and
content| (3) to show the result of this analysis and comparisons
One hundred and fifteen college and university library hand
books were selected for this study9 In making the selection, for
-'-Margaret Owen Hinton, "An Evaluation of College and Univer
sity Library Handbooks for Students® (unpublished Master's thesis,
School of Library Service, Columbia University, 19!?Q)• ACRL MICRO-
CARD SERIES,, Mo. l?e Rochester, New York, University of Rochester
Press for the Association of College and Reference Libraries, 19$k*
p» U.
2Ibide
purposes of the comparison of handbooks from institutions which
previously issiied them in 1950 with those that are presently
issued, an attempt was made to include the 80 liberal arts colleges
and universities found by Hinton to issue handbooks. Thirty-five
additional institutions were brought into the study to make the
total of 115« The additional institutions include 20 larger col
lege and university libraries in the nation as revealed by the
sise of their library holdings, and 1$ predominately Negro insti
tutions which were not included in Hinton1s study but which,
nevertheless, offer a liberal arts program. This was done to
secure as wide a coverage as possible of institutions, both by
type and geographical location. The following sources were con
sulted in selecting the libraries to be included in the studys
Eells1 list of "Libraries in the Universities Of the World,"
reported in the October, 195U College and Research Libraries^
the list of colleges and universities cited in the Hinton research
study, and the 1955-56 Education_Directory, Because existing
literature on library handbooks tends to be somewhat limited both
in quantity and scope, the Hinton study, being one of the latest
comprehensive works on the subject was used as a guide and for
comparative purposes.
"HiTalter Crosby Eells, "Libraries in the Universities of the
World," Collegeand^eseai^ch^Librarle^, XV (October, 195U), HU
2us S., Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Education Directory, Part 3S Higher Education, 1955-56 (Washington?
TTTTu Government Printing Office, 1955)*
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Requests were made by letter to each of the 115 colleges
and universities for copies of their most recent student library
handbooks* One question sheet was attached to the letter to
ascertain whether or not the institutions issued library handbooks
for students,,
Each handbook received was examined and classified according
to type of publication, and analyzed according to its form, arrange
ment , and content.
The content of each handbook was analyzed and classified
under the general headingss card catalog, illustrations on
catalog cards |, circulation department, reference department,
reserve book room, fines, department of libraries, documents, perio
dicals, newspapers, non-book materials, seminar rooms, other libraries
in the vicinity, special collections and miscellaneous items*
Lyle's schedule of topics found in typical library handbooks
and Hinton's list of items included in handbooks were used to classify
information according to the topics treated. Hinton's list of items
included in handbooks was employed to determine the items under each
major topic that were emphasized in the handbooksa
The results of this study were checked against a list of 288
items devised by Hinton and rated by experts for the Hinton study*
Hinton was able to estimate the relative importance of each item on
the evaluative checklist by this methods
Ten outstanding university and college librarians were
selected as a representative group to act as a board of
experts. A master list of the items found in the handbooks
was sent to each of these librarians. All of the items
were arranged on the left hand side of the page with five
columns to the right having the following headings?
Essential, Highly desirable, Desirable, Not needed,
Wholly unnecessarye The librarians were asked to rate
each item as to its importance in library handbooks,
assuming that each item mentioned was included in the
service given by the library.
Next a composite list was made from the list mentioned
abovee For each item rated Essential, a value of four was
givenj Highly desirable was given a value of threej
Desirable, twoj Not needed, onej and no value was given
to Wholly unnecessary,, The total values of each item
were added and this number divided by ten. The result
was an index number assigned to that particular number.
These index numbers appear ... as the "Rating by experts."^
"Hinton, loc. cit.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF STUDENT LIBRARY HAHHBOOKS
This chapter will indicate the general characteristics of
student library handbooks relative to their type, form, arrange
ment, and topics treated. A summary was made of the data received
from the 115 college and university librarians to whom requests
ware made for student library handbooks, and to whom questionnaires
had been sent to find out if the institutions issued student
library handbooks. Ninety-seven or 8U per cent of the librarians
returned the questionnaire. Eighteen or 16 per eent of the ques
tionnaires were not returned^ Forty-eight or h9 per cent of the
97 librarians who responded issued student library handbooks and
U° or $1 per cent did not. Of this I4.8 who did issue them, three
failed to submit copies to be examined for this study. Twenty-
four of the librarians who did not issue handbooks sent library
leaflets, folders, and other library handbook substitutes, and six
copies of out-of-date student library handbooks issued for the
years 19UL"19h3$ 19h& and 1951• These were not included in the
study because only those published since 1952 were considered
recent enough. The study proper was conducted with 1*5 undergraduate
student library handbooks issued since 1952.
The 115 institutions were made up of three distinguishable
groups of college and university libraries. The first group com
prised 80 college and university libraries that in 1950 were found
by Hinton1 to have issued student library handbooks. The second
and last groups are selections for the present study and were not
included in the Hinton study. Referring to the group of 80 college
and university libraries used in the Hinton study, 70 or 8? per cent
of the librarians responded. Ten or 13 per cent of the librarians
did not respond^ 3U or h9 per cent of the librarians issued student
library handbooks| 36 or $1 per cent of the librarians responding
did not issue them; three librarians who issued them did not submit
a copy,
A second group comprised in the 115 were 20 of the larger
college and university libraries of the nation. Responses same
from 15 of the 20j five did not respondf 10 issued student library
handbooks; and five did not issue them.
The last group of college and university libraries making
up the remaining number of the 115 selected for study were 15 pre
dominately Negro college and university libraries. Of the 15» 12
responded; four issued student library handbooks and eight did not
issue them.
According to size of library, 22 of the U5 colleges and
universities represented in the study fell in the group of larger
colleges and university libraries or were libraries with holdings
above 500,000 or more volumes; nine were medium sized libraries
with holdings from 100,000 to 500*000 volumegf Ik libraries fall
■^Hlnton, loc. cit.j p. 3.
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in the group of small libraries with holdings under 100,000 volumes
(see Appendix B), A list of the 11$ selected college and university
libraries which were sent questionnaires is presented in Appendix
A, A list of the college and university libraries that sent student
library handbooks which are used in the study is presented in Appen
dix B. A list of the institutions that sent leaflets, folders,
student library handbook substitute data and handbooks published
before 19$2 which were not used in the study is presented in
Appendix G.
Types of Student Library Handbooks
The student library handbooks were examined to discover what
typts were issued. Those student library handbooks which gave expla
nations on library techniques were classified as instructional
folders. Those that merely listed the areas and services and
pointed out their location were classified as directories. Of th@
h$ student library handbooks examined, kk were instructional folders
and one was in the fora of a directory.
Dates of Issue
In requesting the student library handbooks an attempt was
made to obtain a copy of the most recent issue, as this would indi
cate that student library handbooks were still in use at the
institution. When the student library handbooks were examined,
it was diseovered that the k$ copies bore six different publication
dates* It was also discovered that the majority of th© student
library handbooks were not dated. The second highest number were
recent issues, dated 1907-1958. As Table 1 indicates student
library handbooks carried dates covering th© period from 1952 to
1918.
TABLE 1












The use of library handbooks by students may be enhanced
by th® general attractiveness of their forsatj their form* shape,
size and general make-up.1 With respect to fonaat, the student
library handbooks were examined first to determine their size*
Table 2 gives a summary of the measurements of student library
handbooks by sis©* It is interesting to note that considerable
variation in size esdsted, that is, size according to width and




SUMMARY OF HANDBOOKS ACCORDING TO SIZE
Size Frequency
8|" x 11" 19
6"x9» 9
£|» x 8|" 5
" x 6" 3
¥ x 6|» 1
U|M x 7" . 1
5" x ?» 1
5|" x 7"' 1
5§» x 8^l} 1
5§n x 8" . 1
5!l x 8|» 1
6" x 8|™ ..... 1
6" x 10If . 1
were larger ones which measured 8^" x lln. Following in the same
pattern, the second largest grouping of student library handbooks
was found to be the second largest in size according to measure
ments. The smallest student library handbook measured U"1 x 6". The
nine remaining handbooks were all of different measurements rang
ing from a low of hin x 6\n to a high of 6" x 10".
Another interesting feature about the student library hand
books in the 8§" x 11" group was that most of them were punched
with holes in the inner margins so that they could be placed inside
regulation size notebooks and made more accessible.
Number of Pages
The sizes of the student library handbooks in terms of the
number of pages is important because the length of the handbook
according to total pagination would, to a degree, convey the
amount of emphasis devoted to the treatment of the body of material
13
within the handbook. The counting of pages took place in full
recognition of the fact that variations in sizes of type and
space between lines would offset a true picture. The number of
pages that the student library handbooks were found to have ranged
from a high of 3>8 to a low of four. It would seem reasonable to
assume that the smaller student library handbooks possessed the
larger number of pagesj however, this analysis revealed that the
student library handbooks with less than six pages are the ones
larger in size, i.e. width and lengthj but, the pattern ends at
that point. The number of pages the largest student library hand
books had ranged from four to 21, and in the second largest, from
eight to 37 pages. The smaller sizes of student library handbooks
had from 18 to 32 pages. Thus those handbooks with smaller measure
ments did not in each case contain the largest number of pages,
Tat&le 3 reveals the number of pages each student library handbook
has in relation to its size in width and length.
Methods of Reproduction
Readability of student library handbooks may be increased
and their general attractiveness improved through the process
used to reproduce them,-'- Thirty-six of the h$ student library
handbooks studied were printed and nine were mimeographed.
, loc, cit., p. 319.
11*
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF HANDBOOKS ACCORDING TO SIZE






























































































A unique feature about the student library handbooks was
that a majority of the large ones of regulation notebook size
were issued without covers. The designs on more than three-fourths
of those which had covers lent themselves to grouping by type into
four categories. Some handbooks had bold faced lettering; others
contained photographic illustrations; and some others used their
college seal as cover front designs. The covers of three student
library handbooks had full-page designs of comic drawings. Each
of five others had designs of different types. Differences in
cover designs are indicated in Table lu
TABU! it




No cover ............. 10
Seal of the college 9
Picture of library building ... 8
Comic illustrations ....... 3
Other illustrations used J>
Arrangement
The manner in which the body of material in student library
handbooks is introduced to the reader may indicate the approach
that should be taken by the students in their use of the library
and promote their understanding of the library by function and
department,1 The results of the study of student library handbooks
XIbid.
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to determine their arrangement were that little uniformity existed
in the manner in which the materials were presented. Some student
library handbooks showed a degree of uniformity in that the reader
was introduced first to the library in a general way, was given
information on how to borrow a book, and then introduced to the
card catalog. In others, the procedure was to introduce either the
circulation department, reference, or reserve departments after the
introduction of the card catalog.
Content
Of the many problems centered around student library hand
books, inadequate content is seen to be, at least by one investi
gator, the most serious.1 Thus, there was a special interest in
determining what items of information were included in the contents
of these U5 student library handbooks. An analysis was made of the
contents according to Hinton's2 evaluative checklist of 288 items.
The evaluative checklist comprised V? major topics each of which
dealt with a specific aspect of the library relative to its facili
ties and services. Items were listed under the headings to which
they were related. These headings were: Card Catalog, Illustrations
of Catalog Cards, Circulation Department, Reference Department,
Reserve Book Room, Fines, Departmental Libraries, Documents,
ltfACRL Micro-card Series Abstracts of Titles," College and
Research Libraries, XV (October, 190U), h83-it81u "
2
Hinton, loc. cit., pp. 3-U.
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Periodicals$ Newspapers,, Non-Book Materials., Seminar Rooms» Other
Libraries In the Vicinityt Special Collections and Miscellaneous
Items*
Card Catalog
Bflenty-.five features of the card catalog were looked for
in the contents of the student library handbooks. Table 5 gives
in summary the items sought and the frequency of their appear
ance in the student library handbooks. The table reveals that
TABLE $
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON THE CARD CATALOG WITH THE
FREQUENCY OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Card Catalog Frequency
Arrangement ......... 39
Illustration of author catalog cards 33
Definition of 28
Location of ........ 27
Title card defined . „ 2lj
Subject card defined 23
Author card defined 23
Simple filing rules explained .... 19
Assistance in use of catalog given ...... 17
Location symbols explained 16
Content of catalog card explained ....... 15
Abbreviations used in catalog explained .... 12
Cross reference card defined 10
Guide card explained 6
Divided catalog explained 3
Tray label explained 3
Series card defined ....... 1
Analytic card defined 1
Illustrator card defined ..... . 1
Joint author card defined ........... 1
Supplementary card explained . l
Temporary card explained 1
Editor card defined 0
Translator card defined 0
Compiler card defined ............. 0
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the arrangement of the card catalog and the illustration of an
author catalog card were two items discussed in 39 and 33 student
library handbooks respectively. The definition of the card
catalog, the location of the card catalog, and definitions of the
subject^ author, and title cards were items that were included in
between 23 and 28 student library handbooks. Six items appeared
in from 10 to 20 student library handbooks. These weres explanations
of simple filing rules, content of catalog card, abbreviations used
in catalog, and location symbols9 assistance in use of catalog given
and definition of the cross reference card. The feabl© reveals that
three items were omitted from all U0 student library handbooks.
These weres definitions of editor, translator and compiler cards.
Illustrations of Catalog Cards
Many of these student library handbooks contain illustrations
or reproductions of 11 different types of cards found in college
library card catalogs (see Table 6). Subject, title and main
entry (author) cards were reproduced most frequently in 2lj, 20
and 18 handbooks respectively* Two types of cards, analytics and
shelflistj were excluded from all of the handbooks analyzed. Eight
types of catalog cards were illustrated in less than 20 student
library handbooks. The frequency with which the various types of
cards were illustrated in the student library handbooks is pre
sented in Table 6.
Circulation Department
The student library handbooks were examined to locate 1E>
items relative to circulation departments. Between 20 and UO
19
TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON THE ILLUSTRATION OF CATALOG CARDS
WITH THE FREQUENCY OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Illustrations of Catalog Cards Frequency
Subject card . • 2k
Title card 20
Main entry or author cards with arrows drama from
parts of card to explanation of these parts • • • • • 18
See reference card .«...•••.•• 10
See also reference card ......•••••••••• 6
Joint author card ..... 3
Series card ...» • • 2
Editor card •••• 2
Subject heading in red print ••••••••• 2
Translator card • •••••.••• 1
Analytics card • • . 0
Shelflist card •• 0
student library handbooks had something about the loan period for
books in circulation» renewal of books, and how to borrow books
from circulation departments» Between 23 and 2$ student library
handbooks included material about the location of the circulation
desk and the return of books to the circulation department. Ten
items or two-thirds of the total l£ items about the circulation
department, appeared in from one to 18 student library handbooks.
A summary of the appearance of the items is given in Table 7.
From the table it is seen that two items, loan period and how to
borrow a book, appeared in UO of the k$ student library handbooks*
Reference Department
There were 1$ items about which data were sought pertaining
to the reference department. As Table 8 indicates that general
information about reference books, reference librarians' assistance
to patrons and the location of reference books appeared in between
20
TABLE ?
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON CIRCULATION AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Circulation Department Frequency
Loan period . • . • » • 1*0
How to borrow a book kO
Renewal of books • •••• 35
Return of books 25
Location of desk •• 23
Non-circulation of restricted material .... 18
Recall of books Ik
Overdue notices • •.......•••.••• 13
Advance reservation of books •••••«••• 10
Number of books lent to individuals ...... 6
Indefinite loans • 6
Vacation privileges ...••.••• 2
Searching books for individuals 2
Special books ....... . 2
Messenger service •• 1
TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON REFERENCE AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Reference Department Frequency
General information about reference books • . • 32
Assistance of reference librarian ..•«••• 31
Location of reference books .... 30
Location of reference or main reading room • • 25
Interlibrary loan . ....... 17
Arrangement of reference collection ••••.. 15
Reference books listed only .......... 11
Ready reference collection • .... 7
Definition of reference books ••••....» 5
Reference books listed and annotated • . • • • 3
Size of reference collection 2
Location of chart of reference books . • • • • 2
Location of card catalog of reference books • • 2
Location of list of reference books ...... 0
Seating eapaeity of room ...*•• ••••• 0
35 and UO student library handbooks* One item appeared in more
than 20 student library handbooks - location of reference or main
21
reading room. Ten items were treated in less than 20 student
library handbooks.
Reserve Book Room
The results of the analysis of student library handbooks
relating to the reserve book room show that out of Ik items the
loan period of reserves was mentioned in I4.O of the h5> student
library handbooks. The location of books on reserve was included
in 33 student library handbooks. The definition of reserve books,
location of the reserve room and how to borrow reserve books are
three items which occurred in between 21 and 26 student library
handbooks. Nine items about reserve books were treated in from
one to 13 handbooks; and one item was not found in the content of
any of the handbooks studied. Table 9 indicated the frequency of
the appearance of each of these items,
TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON RESERVE BOOKS AND THE
FREQUENCY OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Reserve Book Room Frequency
Loan Period UO
Location of books 33
How to borrow reserve books 26
Definition of reserve books . 25
Location of room ......... ... 21
Advance reservation • • • . 13
Arrangement of books in room 11
Location of list of books on reserve . . 10
Location of catalog for reserve books . • 9
Number of books loaned at one time .... 9
Renewals of reserve books ........ 7
Reserve book card illustrated 2
Control desk explained 1
Reservation slip illustrated 0
22
Periodicals
Information on 16 items on the subject of periodicals was
sought in the student library handbooks. The results were that
location of current periodicals appeared in 37 student library
handbooksj while two items, the location _qfJjound periodicals and
the location of the holding file were included in more than 20
student library handbooks. The majority of 13 items were all
treated by less than 20 student library handbooks. The order of
their frequency of appearance is presented in Table 10,
TABLE 10
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON PERIODICALS AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Periodicals Frequency
Location of current periodicals . 37
Location of bound periodicals-.••....•• 29
Location of holding file 27
Location of indexes ....... 19
Location of periodical room 18
Location of indexes listed only 17
Number currently received by library . . . . . 16
Loan period ■ 15>
Indexes listed and annotated . lU
Arrangement of current periodicals ...... 13
How to borrow periodicals •• 11
Periodicals listed in main catalog ...... 10
Location of periodical card catalog ...... 7
General information on indexes k
Enumerated list of periodicals taken 2
Location of union list of periodicals ..... 1
Fines
The results of the analysis of the student library handbooks
relating to fines reveal that each of two items, fines on materials
from the general collection and fines on reserve books were con
tained in more than 30 student library handbooks. Eight items
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pertaining to other areas where fines are assessed were found to
be treated in less than 20 handbooks. Table 11 reveals that
penalty for unpaid fines was mentioned in only 11 student library
handbooks«
TABLE 11
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON FINES AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Fines Frequency
Reserve books ........*.*•••• 36
General collection ....... 32
Penalty for unpaid fines .....«,..<, 11
Periodicals ........ 10
Discount of fines 3
Pamphlets ........•...•••«• 3
Phonograph records ...... ...... 3
Reference books » . . • 2
Government documents ...... 2
Browsing room books ............ 1
Departmental Libraries
The location of the departmental libraries was the only
item in seven in this subject area which appeared in as many as
20 student library handbooks. The additional six items appeared
in less than 10 student library handbooks. The order of frequency
of these items is shown in Table 12, The table also shows that
those items pertaining to the size of the departmental libraries
and their locations (illustrated through diagrams) were left out
of all student library handbooks included in the study.
Documents
Nine items were included in the category of documents.
Information about the location of government documents was given
21*
TABLE 12
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON DEPARTMENTAL LIHIARIES AND THE
FREQUENCY OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Departmental Libraries Frequency
Location •«. *.. 20
Hours open ............ »•• 7
General information only ...*....«••.. k
Description of «... ...... h
Diagram shoeing locaticn of *.».• k
Size of 0
Listed but location not given .......... 0
in 20 student library handbooks* The remaining eight items appeared
in less than 20 student library handbooksj two of these were not
treated by either of the hS student library handbooks under study.
The frequency of the appearance of items in the student library
handbooks is given in Table 13«
TABLE 13
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON DOCUMENIS AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Documents Frequency
Location of government documents ••»....• 20
U. S. Depository ..» 12
Location of index to government documents ... 9
Loan of government documents ......»••. 5
Government documents indexes listed ...... h
Location of foreign documents ......... 3
Size of documents collection . 3
Location of municipal documents ........ 0
Arrangement of documents room .. 0
Newspapers
Eight items constituted the investigation of the contents of
student library handbooks under the heading of newspapers. Newspapers
on microfilm was the one item in this group which appeared in
as many ae 19 student library handbooks. The location of ourrent
files of newspapers appeared in 18 student library handbooks.
Newspaper indexes that were merely listed in the student library
handbooks was an item which was found in 12 student library hand~
books. Five other items appeared in less than 10 student library
handbooks. Table Ih reveals the frequency with which tthese items
appeared in the handbooks.
TABLE Ik
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON NEWSPAPERS AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Newspapers Fr equenoy
Newspapers on microfilm , . 19
Location of current file . 18
Indexes listed only . . . 12
Location of bound newspapers .. .. 7
Number of papers received li
Location of list of holdings ..»•»..,. 3
Indexes listed and annotated • • • 2
List of holding enumerated .»••...... 0
Non-Book Materials
The location of the music listening room is the one item
under the subject of non-book materials appearing in as many as
18 student library handbooks. All of 16 other items in this
category were in the contents of less than 10 student library
handbooks (see Table
Seminar Rooms
The three items constituting the investigation of the
content of student library handbooks under the subject seminar
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TABLE 15
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON NON-BOOK MATERIALS AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Non-Book Materials Frequency
Location of music listening room • •••*.•• 18
Location of phonograph records «••»••... 9
Description of pamphlet file ».. . . 9
Pamphlet file mentioned only . , . . 9
Location of picture collection ......... $
Loan period for phonograph records J>
Loan period of pamphlets • • . 2
Size of record collection ........... 2
Loan period of pictures . 1
Description of pictures . ••••••••••• 1
Rental of pictures ... 1
Location of phonographs ...... 1
Record program arranged • . • • 1
Rental of records .•«. . . eo 1
Purpose of record collection .... 0
Catalog of records .... ••».••..»• 0
Location of pamphlet fil© . . , . 0
rooms appeared in less than 10 student library handbooks. The
location of the seminar rooms was mentioned in seven of the student
library handbooks. The use of the seminar room was discussed in
two student library handbooksj only one handbook treated the item
seminar room.
Other Libraries in the Vicinity
Out of hS student library handbooks only four gave general
information about the other libraries that -were in the vicinitys
three listed the names of the libraries; while only one gave de-
tailed information about the libraries.
2?
Special Collections
The investigation of the content of student library handbooks
pertaining to the subject of special collections shows that out of
16 items only one appeared as frequently as lii times * The location
of new book collection, and also, the location of browsing room or
the browsing shelves each appeared in nine student library handbooks.
The next highest number of times any item appeared was sixs which
pertained to the loan of new books* Four items appeared in four
handbooks and the remaining number appeared in less than four.
Table 16 reveals the items and their frequency rating.
TABLE 16
SUMMARY OF ITEMS ON SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND THE FREQUENCY
OF THEIE APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Special Collections Frequency
Special collection listed and described • . . . . Ik
Location of new book collection 9
Location of browsing room or browsing shelves • • 9
Loan of new books ...... 7
Special collection listed but not described ... $
Location of rental collection .... 5
Description of browsing room k
Loan period of books on browsing shelves .... h
General information on special collection .... 3
Rates for rental books ....... ...... 3
Description of rental collection ........ 3
Size of special collection ..... ...... 2
Description of audio-visual material library . • 2
Location of special collection . 2
Location of list of new books 2
Size of browsing collection 0
Miscellaneous Items
A group of 119 miscellaneous items was looked for in the
content of the student library handbooks. More than 30 handbooks
gave information pertaining to two items, library hours and the
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assistance to students by librarians. Five additional items
including, mierofilmsj library floor plans, call number explained
and rules of the building were treated by more than 20 student library
handbooks. The large majority of remaining items were contained in
less than 20 student library handbooks with more than two-thirds of
the total number treated by less than 10 student library handbooks.
Table 17 shows that 11 items or nine per cent of the 119 '"©re found
in three handbooks; 12 or 10 per cent of the items were included in
only two handbooksj ll* items or 12 per cent were treated in only one
handbook! and 23 or 19 per cent of the items were not found in the
content of any of h$ student library handbooks.
UME 17
SUMMARY OF MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS AND THE FREQUENCY OF
THEIR APPEARANCE IN HANDBOOKS
Miscellaneous Items Frequency
Library hours • «. 38
Assistance to students by librarians 30
Microfiljas 29
Library floor plans 27
Call number; Explanation of. ............. 27
Rules of the building 2i*
Book depository for after hours* Location of ..... 22
Gill slips, Illustrated 19
Open stacks 18
Classification Scheme - D©wey by 1008s lo
Maps, Location of ............. 17
Lost books, Charge for •• 17
Library holdings, Size of 16
Location of records lo
Readers' Guide, Explanation of use of lo
Carrels, Explanation of 15
Introduction ...... ............... Ik
Permits, Stacks Ik
Photostat sersd.ee 13
Bibliographic aids, List of 13
Use of typewriter room 13
Table of contents 12
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TABLE 1? - Continued
Miscellaneous Items Frequency
Archives, Location of . • 12
Rare Books* Location of ......•••. • 12
Assistance in use of card catalog explained . . 12
Location of record player ••... . . . . 10
Information desk 10
Bibliographies^ Location of. . • 9
Preface or Foreword ......... 9
Thesis collection, Location of 9
Public telephones .... ......... 9
Staff members listed 8
Description of audio-visual materials 8
Lost and found articles 8
College catalog collection, Location of. ......»» 8
Exhibits ..... 8
Index 8
Mutilated book* Penalty for .... 7
Reshelving of books by students .... 7
History of library ... 7
Library, Description of the interior 6
Location of music library ................. 6
Library, Friends of (explanation) 6
Librarian's office, Location of ........ 6
Library, Location of (on campus) 6
Information specifically for graduate students 6
Ears books, Description of contents of room ....... 6
Library directory •... 6
Thesis collection, Loan of ......... 6
Illustrations (drawings) ....... $
Suggestions from students -welcomed 5
Extra-campus borrowers, Rules for $
Bibliography, Making of £
Union catalog, Location of 5
Registration card k
Gifts to library h
Bibliographic Aids, Description of it
Technical service department, Location of........ li
Library course ..»• h
Stack directory printed in handbook ........... h
Maps, Circulation of ..... ...... 3
Extension department of library, Location of ...... 3
Archives, Description of 3
Stacks, Arrangement of books . 3
Shelflist, Explanation of 3
Care of books ......... ........ 3
Classification scheme (described only) 3
Campus plan, Illustrated • 3
Picture of library ......... 3
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TABLE 17 - Continued
Miscellaneous Items Frequency
Serial catalog, Location of .......... 3
Stacks, Explanation of shelf labels .... 3
Rare books, Hours room is open ..... 2
Explanation of divisional reading room ......... 2
Classification scheme (Dewey with subdivisions 10's) . . 2
Shelflist, Location of 2
Library seating capacity . 2
Orientation of new students 2
Audio-Visual library, Description of •...•.•••• 2
College catalog collections (mentioned only) ...... 2
Book cards illustrated ........... 2
Technical services department, Duties of •••••••• 2
Stack directory, Location of .............. 2
Film service (making for students) ... 2
Chart location of books by classes . 1
Dormitory library, Description of... .... 1
Faculty book shelf 1
L. C. Subject headings catalog, Location of .• 1
Music scores, Loan of ...... ..... 1
Faculty privileges • •<....... 1
Bibliography room, Location of 1
Library, Description of building (exterior) 1
Classification scheme (L. C. A-Z divisions) 1
Examination paper file, Location of 1
Bibliographic abbreviations ............... 1
Classroom collections ...... 1
Library, Other services of information 1
Library school ..... ......... 1
Explanation of freshmen reading rooms ..... 0
Student library committee . 0
Classifications scheme (L, C. A-Z subdivisions) ..... 0
Circulation of audio-visual materials . . 0
Classification scheme (Cutter A»Z) 0
Library fees „ 0
Library publications ....... 0
Quotations from authors ...... ..« 0
Faculty committee * ....• 0
L. C. depository catalog, Location of 0
Week-end shelf .... 0
L. C. depository catalog, Explanation of . 0
Annual reports. File of various institutions,
Description of . ....... 0
Location of annual reports from various institutions . • 0
Classification scheme (Cutter A-Z with subdivisions). . . 0
Correspondence library, Explanation of.......... 0
Extension senice from other libraries ......... 0
Honors, Reserve room, Explanation of 0
Library, Definition of ....... 0
Play-back room, Explanation of 0
Storage, Borrowing from . • . . 0
Weekly library bulletins 0
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Summary
Out of 288 items 2h9 appeared in at least one student
library handbook., Thirty-nine or Ik per cent of the 288 items
were left out of all the student library handbooks studied. These
results represent the items of information included in student
library handbooks. An evaluation of these items will follow, using
as criteria the opinion of experts as to what information should be
included in the content of student library handbooks.
CHAPTER III
COMPARISON OF HANDBOOKS WITH EXPERTS' OPINIONS
IN HINTQN'S STUDY
The preceding chapter reveals the items of information
contained in the content of kS student library handbooks* The
present chapter seeks an evaluation of these handbooks, using the
opinions of 10 expert librarians from the Hinton study as criteria,
An evaluative checklist, mentioned earlier in this study* which was
taken from the Hinton study and contained 288 items Has the medium
employed to make the evaluation. Each item on the evaluative check
list was rated. The ratings showed the opinions of the experts
regarding the value of an item and its relative importance in a
student library handbook. Hence, to effectuate the evaluation of
the handbooks in this study, the items contained in the student
library handbooks were compared with the items on the evaluative
checklist,^
Each of the items on the evaluative checklist was rated on
one of four levels of values. Those the experts considered "essential"
for treatment were given a score of four, "highly desirable11, a
score of three, "desirable", a score of two, "not needed", a score
■'■Hinton, loc. cit., p. 58.
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of one? and zero to "wholly unnecessary." In the construction
of the evaluative checklist it was assumed that the items were
services or resources of an academic library,1 Thusf to promote
efficient us© of the library by students, information about such
services and resources should form an essential part of a student
library handbook.
To facilitate the comparison^ the 288 items forming the
evaluative checklist were arranged in order of ranks and those in
the hS handbooks, according to their frequency of appearance. For
convenience, the comparison between the items in each group was con
ducted with units of quartiles in place of comparing the 288 items
in each group at on© and the same time. Seventy items were con-
2
talned in each quartile, except the lowest which contained ^Qa
This means that each of the four times the comparative study was
conducted,, 70 items from the checklist were compared with 70 items
of a respective quartile treated by the student library handbooks*
The object of the comparison was to determine if the handbooks
had given major emphasis to the items the experts considered most
important.
2 "The top quartil® ends in the midst of 2,88s) with two of
th© 2,8«s falling within the top quartile and four falling below
in the second quartile .... the first quartil© contains 70 items
in place of the exact 72. The top quartil® of frequencies of
times items appear in library handbooks is likewise considered as
the top 70 items", Ibid.
3k
Comparison of Items in the
The first groups of 70 items compared with each other were
those representing the top quartil©. On the evaluative checklist
these items ended in th@ midst of the 2,8's,' They ranged in
value from "desirable" to "essential." One item was considered
"essential11! 56 items "highly desirable" to "essential", and 13
items "desirable" to "highly desirable," The results of the com
parison showed that only hk or 63 P@r cent of the 70 items appearing
most frequently in the handbooks correlated with the items having
the highest ratings on the checklist. The number of library hand
books which treated the UU items varied with the item treated and
ranged in numbers from a high of UO handbooks or 89 per c@nt of the
total to a low of 13 handbooks or 29 per csnt. This means that 26
items of highest rating were not given major emphasis in the student
library handbooks, and that the handbooks had treated instead, 26
less important items of information. Thus, it can be seen that 13
to UO handbooks or 29 to 89 per cent contained only hk or 63 per
cent of the 70 highest rated items on the checklist. Conversely,
five to 32 handbooks or 11 to 37 per cent failed to treat kk of
the highest rat©d items. The 26 items were treated by less than
13 or 29 per cent of the student library handbooks.
There were marked differences in the number of times certain
of the highest rated items appeared in the student library handbooks.
"The highest ... value ... assigned to any item was four
.... The median rating assigned was 2,k ...% Ibid., p. 38.
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Loan period of reserve books was the highest rated item on the
checklist and was the only item among 288 rated as "essential.1*
The item was treated by 26 student library handbooks. How to
borrow a feggkjfrom general circulation,, with a 3«9 or near ©ssen-
tial rating, was a second item on the checklist considered highly
important. This item was included in UO or 89 per eent of the
handbooks* Loan period of books in the general collection8 library
hours, location of th® card catalog, assistance of reference
librarian, location of reference room, and location of the reserve
book room were six items which were found ranking third in impor
tance on the checklist with a 3.8 or "highly desirabl®" rating
for each. These items were treated by I4.0 or 89 per cent, 38 or
8U per cent, 2? or 60 per cent, 31 or 69 per eent, 25 or 56 per
eent, and 21 or hi per cent of the student library handbooks
respectively* This indicates that respectively, in each case
five, seven, 18, Hi, 20, and 19 handbooks had not treated items
of information ranking third in importance.
Seven of the 26 items from the checklist which were not
the ones treated most frequently in the student library handbooks
pertained to miscellaneous services of the library! but six con
cerned non~book materials) four, special collectionsj two, the
reserve j^^j^ggm and departmental libraries respectively! and
one was about the card catalog, the reference department, perio
dicals, £i£2£j> ^d other libraries in the vicinity, respectively.
It is probable that som© of the items concerned facilities and
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services which the small library is not expected to offer. The
items would be as follows? descriptions of; the audio-visual
material library, the rental and the picture collectionsj locations
of? the rental collection, the phonograph records| explanations of;
the divided catalog, the divisional reading room, the freshman
reading room, and the purpose of the record collection.
Likewise, the organization of the library will determine
whether a library has departmentalized libraries in general or
perhaps just a music library. A library's policy determines
whether it makes loans or records or places a penalty charge for
unpaid fines. In view of these facts, some justification may be
had for the omission of the itemss the location of the music
library, departmental libraries, general information of; depart
mental libraries, hour open; loan period of records and penalty
for unpaid fines. However, 22 or U8 per cent of the handbooks in
the study are those of larger college and university libraries or
libraries which are expected to have the above mentioned services.
This study reveals that th® majority of these libraries omitted
many of the items of information which the experts had judged of
highest importance for student library handbook inclusion. More
over, seven of the 26 items - the renewal of reserve books, the
number of reserve books loaned at one time, definition of reference
books, how to borrow periodicals, location of the library on the
campus, registration card, and suggestions from students welcomed
are library features likely to be common to all libraries. Thus,
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justification cannot be reasonably made for their omission from
the student library handbooks. Table 18 lists the 70 items in
the top quartile of the checklist under their respective topics
and presents them according to their ratings, frequency of
appearance and the percentage of handbooks treating theme
Comparison of Items in the Third Quartile
The items in the third quartile on the checklist or the
second highest rated group ©f 70 items, were compared with the
frequency of the treatment of the items in student library hand~
books in the same manner as were the two groups in the top quar-
tiles. The checklist indicated that this group of 70 items ranged
in value from 2.8 to 2,k» The experts, thus, had considered them
of desirable importance for inclusion in student library hand
books. The results from the comparison were that lit of these
items were treated in handbooks ranging from 111 or 31 pe*° cent
to 33 or 76 per centj 23 items by not more than 13 handbooks or
29 per cent or five handbooks or nine per cent| 26 items by less
than five handbooks or nine per cent} and six items by non© of
the handbooks studied. Thus, the evidence is that of this group
of 70 items, h9 items or 70 per cent were treated by not more than
13 or 29 per cent of the handbooksj while six items were not
treated.
With reference to the h9 items which were treated by not
more than 13 student library handbooks, here again, the items
pertain to facilities and services which may not be offered by
TABLE 18
ITEMS IN THE TOP QUARTILE OF THE CHECKLIST ON VARIOUS FACILITIES
AND SERVICES WITH THEIR RATING AND FREQUENCY OF








Assistance in use of card catalog given
Illustration of author catalog cards
Definition
Simple filing rules explained
Location symbol explained
Title card defined
Illustrations on Catalog Cards
Main entry cards with arrows drawn from parts





















































TABLE 18 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Circulation Department





Non-circulation of restricted material
Recall of books
Reference Department
Location of reference or main reading room
Assistance of reference librarian
Definition of reference books
Location of reference books
Reserve Book Room
How to borrow reserve books
Location of room
Definition of reserve books
Loan period

































































TABLE 18 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Periodicals
Location of periodical room
Location of current periodicals
How to borrow periodicals



























































TABLE 18 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Non-Book Material
Location of picture collection
Loan period for phonograph records
Location of music listening rooms
Location of phonograph records
Location of phonographs
Purpose of record collection
Description of picture collection
Other Libraries In The Vicinity
General information
Special Collection
Rates for rental books
Location of rental collection
Description of audio-visual material library
Description of rental collection
Miscellaneous Items
Library hours





















































TABLE 18 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Miscellaneous Items
Location of music library
Open stacks
Suggestions from students welcomed
Explanation of divisional reading room
Use of typewriter room
Lost books, Charge for
Registration card
Explanation of freshmen reading room
Rare books, Location of







































the small library. A portion of this group of items related to
vacation privileges, seminar room, stack directory, week-end
she&fj rental of records^ dormitory library and bibliography room.
The size and organization of the library will determine whether
or not a library has such services or facilities. Hence the
omission of these items may be justified. Large libraries were,
however* well represented in the studyi and it is obvious that
the majority of their student library handbooks were inadequate
since !>!? of these desirable items were treated in less than Ik
student library handbooks. Table 19 presents these items.
Comparison of Items in the Second Qiaartile
With respect to the second quartile, only k9 of the 70
items were rated on the checklist as "desirable" and above, Th®
remaining 21 items had "not needed" ratings which means that the
experts did not consider them important for student library hand
book treatment. Hence, the h9 items were the only ones which were
considered in this study. Only five handbooks treated any one of
these items. It is apparent that ijO or 89 per cent of the h$
handbooks failed to treat k9 items considered desirable for student
library handbooks. The items representing the second quartile of
th© checklist are presented in Table 20 and those with ratings
less than two per cent ar© judged "not needed."
Comparison of Items in the First Quartile
Sixty-nine of the 78 items in the lower quartile were rated
as items "not needed" in student library handbooks and nine "wholly
TABLE 19
ITEMS IN THE THIRD gJARTILE OF THE CHECKLIST ON VARIOUS FACILITIES
AND SERVICES WITH THEIR RATING. AND FREQUENCY OF
APPEARANCE IN STUDENT LIBRARY HANDBOOKS
Facilities and Services
Card Catalog
Abbreviations used in card catalog explained
Cross reference card defined
Content of catalog card explained
Illustrations on Catalog Cards
Subject heading in red print
Circulation Department
Number of books lent to individuals
Advance reservation of circulation books
Vacation privileges
Reference Department
General information about reference books
Interlibrary loan
Reserve Book Room






































TABLE 19 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Reserve Book Room
Location of list of books on reserve
Arrangement of books in room
Location of catalog for reserve books
Periodicals
General information on indexes
Location of periodical card catalog
Periodical indexes listed and annotated
Arrangement of current periodicals
Location of bound periodicals




Location of list of newspaper holdings
Non-Book Material
Loan period of pictures
Location of pamphlet file
Rental of records
Rental of pictures





























































Location of government documents
Loan of government documents
Other Libraries in the Vicinity
Names of libraries given
Special Collection
Location of browsing room or brorasing shelves
General information on special collection
Location of new book collection
Loan of new books
Description of browsing room





Music scores,, Loan of
Call numberj Explanation of




















































TABLE 19 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Miscellaneous Items
Serial catalog, Location of
Circulation of audio-visual material
Library floor plans
Dormitory library, Description of
Rare books, Hours room is open
Librarian's office, Location of
Microfilms
Bibliography room, Location of
Carrels, Explanation of
Rules of the building
Readers' Guide, Explanation of use of
Bibliographies, Location of
Classification scheme, Described only
Maps, Location of
Student library committee
Honors, Reserve room, Explanation of
Stacks, Arrangement of books
L. C. depository catalog, Location of
Library directory














































































Bibliographic aids, Description of
Stack directory, Location of
Public telephones
Library fees



































ITEMS IN THE SECOND QUARTILE OF THE CHECKLIST ON VARIOUS FACILITIES
AND SERVICES WITH THEIR RATING AND FREQUENCY OF




Joint author card defined
Analytic card defined
Guide card explained






Searching books for individuals
Reference Department
Arrangement of reference collection
Ready reference collection
Location of chart of reference





















































Indexes listed in main catalog








Diagram showing location of
Listed but location not given
Size of
Documents
Government documents indexes listed
Arrangement of room


















































TABLE 20 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Documents
Location of municipal documents
Location of foreign documents
Newspapers
Newspapers on microfilm
Location of bound newspapers
Indexes listed only
Indexes listed and annotated




Loan period of pamphlets
Size of record collection
Special Collection
Location of special collection
Loan period of books on browsing shelves


















































TABLE 20 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Miscellaneous Items
Orientation of new students
Film service (Making for students)
Mutilated book, Penalty for
Illustrations (Drawings)
Library course
Book depository for after hours
Maps, Circulation of
Rare books, Description of content of room
Introduction
Exhibits
Thesis collection, Location of
Care of books
Call slips, Illustrated
Library holdings, Size of
Thesis collection, Loan of
Examination paper file, Location of
Library publications
Technical services department, Duties of












































































TABLE 20 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Miscellaneous Items
Library, Friends of (explanation)


































unnecessary." Only 22 of these items mere omitted from all
handbooks studied* Thirteen items mere treated by one hand
book} 12 by twoj 10 by threej four by three handbooksj five
items by two handbooks? and seven by from six to 18 handbooks,
■Hie items as rated are presented in Table 21. The table shows
the number of times the items occurred in the student library
handbooks.
TABLE 21
ITEMS IN THE FIRST QUARTILE OF THE CHECKLIST ON VARIOUS FACILITIES
AND SERT7ICES WITH THEIR RATING AND FREQUENCY OF





































































TABLE 21 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Reference Department
Location of list of reference books
Size of collection
Reference books listed and annotated
Seating capacity of reference reading room
Reference books listed only
Reserve Book Room
Reserve book card illustrated
Reservation slip illustrated
Periodicals
Enumerated list of periodicals taken


















































TABLE 21 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Newspapers
List of holding enumerated
Non-Book Material
Description of pamphlet file
Seminar Rooms
Seminar room, Mentioned only
Special Collection
Size of special collection
Special collection listed but not described
Size of browsing collection
Miscellaneous Items
Reshelving of books by students


















































TABLE 21 - Continued
Facilities and Services
Miscellaneous Items
Stack directory printed in handbook
Staff members listed
Bibliographic aids, List of
College catalog collections, Mentioned only





Library, Other services of information
L.G. subject headings catalog, Location of
Chart location of books by classes
Extension service from other library
Classification scheme (L.C. A-Z subdivisions)
Archives, Description of
Shelflist, Explanation of
Extension department of library, Location of






































































Correspondence library, Explanation of
Location of college
Technical service department, Location of
Classification scheme, Cutter (A-Z)
Faculty book shelf
Library, Description of the interior
Faculty committee
Classification scheme (Cutter A-Z with
subdivisions)
Classification scheme (Deftey with sub
divisions - 10's)
Quotations from authors
Annual reports file of various institutions
Location of annual report from various
institutions





















































From the preliminary investigation of materials in this
study on student library handbooks, it -was assumed that a hand
book should be a means of helping students use the a da cerate library
more efficiently. The libraries of 115 colleges and universities
were first investigated to find out whether or not they issued
handbooks. Forty-eight of the responding libraries issued hand
books, but only U$ submitted copies for this study. Twenty-four
libraries reported that they issued library leaflets, folders and
other handbook substitutes. Some of these 21* libraries and others
in the study have produced handbooks but apparently no longer find
it feasible to do so. At least 36 of the responding libraries have
ceased publishing handbooks since 1950. Ten libraries that issued
handbooks in 195(5 did not respond to the writer's request, so it
cannot be determined -whether they have stopped providing handbooks
or not. The study proper was conducted with the use of 1j5 student
library handbooks. Twenty-two of the US came from libraries which
are considered large, nine from medium sized libraries and lU came
from small libraries. The handbooks were examined to ascertain
the type of handbook issued, their form, arrangement and content.
Fourty-four of the handbooks examined were found to be
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instructional folders, while one mas in the form of a directory.
Most of them were printed} only nine were mimeographed. The
majority possessed some form of illustrative matter which was,in
many cases, no more than an illustration of a catalog card. Little
uniformity existed among the handbooks with regard to the dates of
issues, size, number of pages and arrangement. A majority were
not dated and those which were covered the years 1902 to 1958,
As many as 13 different sizes of handbooks were dis
covered. These sizes ranged from the small four by six inch
measurement to the large eight and a half by eleven. Most of
them were without covers and had holes punched in their inner
margins so that they could be placed inside of regulation sized
notebooks. The number of pages in the smaller handbooks ranged
from Ik to 32 and the larger ones had from four to 21 pages. No
pattern of consistency in arrangement of material was followed
but the introduction of the library by function was placed first
in a few of the handbooks.
Ten library experts have listed 70 items which they consider
as being the most necessary ones to be included in a handbook, and
up to 71 per cent of the handbooks observed omitted at least kh of
these important items. Another 26 of these were not treated in 32
of the student library handbooks. In a second highest group of
items which were considered of desirable importance for inclusion
in a student library handbook, 3>5 items or 78 per cent were omitted
from 32 handbooks or 71 per cent. Forty handbooks failed to treat
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b9 items rated as desirable for handbook treatment in the third
ranking group of 70 high rated items.
The conclusion that can b@ drawn is that student library
handbooks are not being used by the majority of the college and
university libraries under study. Nearly twice as many larger
libraries distribute handbooks as medium sized and small ones,
Bie handbooks as a whole did not contain in sufficient amounts
the items which the experts think should be given primary empahsis.
Ibus* they may be considered as inadequate guides to their
libraries' resources and services.
APPETOIX A
A List of the Seleeted College and University Libraries
Including 80 Liberal Arts Colleges From the Hintots
List, 20 Additional Large Colleges and Universities
and l£ Predominantly Negro Colleges and
Universities
Group 1, Liberal Arts Colleges











































New Jersey College for Women






















Group 1, Liberal Arts Colleges
From the Hinton List
Seaton Hill College Washington and Lee University
Stetson University Wesleyan University
Swartmore College Westminister College of
Temple University William and Mary* College of
Toledo* University of Williams College
Trinity College Woman's College, University of
Union College North Carolina
Vanderbilt University Wooster^ College of
Vassar College Wyoming, University of
Washington University Yale University
Group 2, Twenty Additional Large Colleges and Universities
Cornell University University of Cincinnati
Dartmouth College University of Minnesota
Duke University University of Missouri
Indiana University University of North Carolina
New lork University University of Oregon
Ohio State University University of Pittsburg
Rutgers University University of Texas
Stanford University University of Virginia
State College of Washington University of Wisconsin
University of Chicago Virginia Polytechnical
Group 3» Fifteen Predominantly Negro Colleges and Universities
Atlanta University South Carolina State College
Benedict College Southern University
Howard University Tennessee A. and I. University
Johnson C. Smith University Virginia State College
Lincoln University of Missouri Virginia Union University
Livingston College Texas Southern University
North Carolina College at Durham Xavier University
Prairie View College of Texas
APPENDIX B
A List of the College and University Libraries That















Harvard College of Harvard
University
Hood College
Iowa, The State University of
Lincoln University of Missouri
Louisiana State University
Michigan^ University of



























A List of the Institutions.That Sent Leaflets, Folders
Student Library Handbook Substitute Data and




Columbia University Principia College
Howard University University of Virginia
Lehigh College Washington and Lee University
Maryland, University of Western Reserve University
Maryville College Williams College
Mills College Wooster, College of
New Hampshire, University of
New York University
Library Handbook Substitute Data
Gettysburg College - Reader's Digest Publication
Muhlenberg College - MMn Book
Rollins College - "RM Book
Student Library Handbooks, Old Copies
Colorado College Setbn Hill College
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Hinton, Margaret Owen. "An Evaluation of College and University
Library Handbooks for Students* Master's Thesis, Columbia
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